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R,IAGNETICC FIELD OF TI3E PLANET VENUS*

Abstract
Statistical plots of daily equivalent planetary a,mp1itude Ap, similar to magnetic character figu1:e Ci, for
50 days before and 50 days after every inkrior co~~junction
&Venus during the years oP1.o~
sunspot activity aver
the period 1884-1955, show that there is a marked decrease in the value of geomagnetic activity about 2 days before the date of conjunction. This asymmetry of the decrease around the clczte , o f conjunction suggests a deflection
of solar corpuscles by Venus, thereby indicating the presence of some magnetic field surrounding the pl anet.
Assuming, accoiding to Stormer, an ecluatarial ring current of about 1 million krns. radius around the
earth, the value of the polar magnetic field a:i?Venus works out to RIJOZIL O'4+ gauss. Alternatively, i f we assume a ring current of about 10 earth radii according to Martyn, the polar magnetic field 0% Venus becomes
0 -024 gauss,
The above values have been used for computing the rotation period of Venus, assuming that Blackett's
empirical formula is applicable to this case. The rotation periods thus obtainecl are 2 days and 24 days respectil
vely. These values are in better agreenient with the faster rotation with a period of a few days estimated by
some astronomers than wit11 the much slower rotation with a period o f 225 days obtained by others.
Similar analyses in the cases of Mercury and Moon give no sure indication of the existence of magnetic
fields on these bodies.

Introduction
The concept of streams of carpuscles of solar origin is now established since Birke1and"hizd
showed. that
certain auroral features could be explained on the lmsis of clzarged, solar cnrpuscles entering the polar latitudes
after being deflected by the earth's magnetic field. If the p1.anet Venus also bas cz magnetic fielcl similar to
that of the earth, it would influence the normal passage of corpusculitr streams from the sun to the earth at times
of inferior conjunctions of Venus. The variation in the corpuscular intensity would then reflect itselfin the earth's
magnetic activity. On such considerations, Woutgast2 has recently shown in a very interesting manner, that
there is indication of the existence of a magnetic field on Venus. To arrive at some systematic variation in the
magnetic activity ofthe earth around the dates of inferior conjunctions of Venus, he used the International Daily
Magnetic character figure, Ci, from 1881: to 19538 and round that there was a decrease in the earth's magnetic
activip from seven days before to one day after conjunction, during the years of low sunspot activity. The asymmetry of decrease around the date of inferior conjunction was supposed to be due to a deflection of' corpuscular
streams coming from the sun towards the earth, by the magnetic field of Venus.

Analysis of Duta.-In the present investigation the method of statistical analysis adopted is very similar to
that followed by Houtgast. However instead of the classical Tnternational. Daily Magnetic character figure
Ci, which is a measure of the combined effect of both the wave radiation (generally much higher) and the
corpuscular radiation from the sun on the earth's magnetic field, the writer has chosen a new parameter called
the daily equivalent planetary amplitude, Ap, in units of 2y, based on the three-hourly K-indices which represent
mainly the effect of the solar particle radiation on the intensity of geomagnetic activity. Ap has a linear
*Read at the Symposium on "Magnetic, Ionospheric and Solar Phenomena" held at Calcutta on 16thJanuary 1957 durin8 the
44th session of the Indian Science Congress,
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scale and has, therefore, been preferred to 1 ,indices having a quasi-logarithmic scale. This new parameter is
one of the three measures (uiz. I<p, Ap ancl C) of the time-variations of the intensity of geomagnetic activity,
proposed by the International Association of Geomagnetism and Aeronomy. Daily values of Ap, published
by Bartels and Veldkamp4 are available regularly from 1937 onwards ancl for values prior to 1937 (except 19321
33) a rough conversion of Ci into Ap has been made according to the following table5 :-
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There were forty-five inferior conjunctions of Venus during the period 1884-1955. The dates ancl the angular distances, d, betxveen Verlrls and the Sun a t the nlornents of col~junctionswere co1lec:red from the corresponding Nautical Almanacs. 17rom among these con-junctions those which occurred d u ~ i n g the years of
low solar activity llnve been chosen For analysis, hecause during sllch years the efect of the solar corpuscular
streams on the rniignetir activity or the earth I$-ill be compnmtivcly more marked, while during years of greater
solar activity the r:cl;utive eKec'ect CISthe solar nltm-vi(rlct slid X-radiation will increase lnllch no re strongly and
sometimes mask the r:nrl~uscul;~r
cKect complctcly. 7'he anrural mean sunspot number R 1li~sbeen taken as a
measure orsolni+activity of 1,11cyeal:. In (:lrdei*ti, detect more easily the influence or Vcnus on the corpl,~scular
stream, the inferior cnrijunction!; with slnall angular distances between Venus and the Sun have also been
cansiderecl.
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f n the case of Venus two groltps ofcoi~junctionsA and B were consi~clcred. In A, therewere 5 conjunctions
with R<50 and cl<?a 5 a n d in 13, t1icl.e were 13 conjunctions with R<lS :~,tldd.-:Ra 5. 111 l3ot.h the. groups Ap
figures were tnbul;~~,ccl
1;-)rall lhc c 1 i ~ 1 . roS
~ col~j~.~lzr:tinns
alrrl ;i,lso Ibu 50 days 'L1c4i)rci l l ~ c 50
l c1;l.y~n,ftcr each date of
conjunction, the x r r ) cl:~,y, 111 I';I.c~~
;.;r01ll:) 1:11ctr)t;l.lsSAp 1::)~ ~
~ tl:.~y,
1 frc.~m
3 -.dO
LO +50 ii.0111 1:11czcro clay were
deterrninecl. 'l'hcsc i:otals ~.cl.c~11c)ttccl
ngi1.itlst t lii.y!i, anrl a dip h-nln ;113011~ 8 (:lays t)efrtl-eto 2 days aiier tlie date
of conjunction wr.w ~rotic:tsrlin. 'r.)c-!tlltlle ;;t.oul)s. I?sorll ;ullnng 11lc:sc 101 to~;als,
the 27-clrly rec~~rl.eizt
111ar;ima and
minima trf solar 3ctivit.y a.lse i ~ l s o ~~oti(:c~;~lc
in sc11116:CIL~CS. 'l'o void the i n l l ~ ~ ~ lol'tltcse
ia:
rccvrrent phenomena during thc pcsiocl arauncl tlio t l i ~ ~01'( ; isllisri(ir (.nnj~in(~ti(
)n, rach va111c of 11lctnt;rls CAp wfis correc1,ed ibr
the average deviation 01' tllc val1ic1s ; ~ ,the
t 27t 11 d:ty 1 ,clli)rc: :L!LC~ alter-. 'I'llis r:onwr.:c:t
ion y ~ i swppl~edonly for the
days during tl-ie iiltcrv;tl l'rorn -- -2:1 t l i y s t.0 -t.17 tl:l).s .!i*oin 1 1 1 ~%(!YO Ili1.y SO t11;1t. L ~ I Cpt:(:~~li~~rit.ics
li:)illid in the
curves l~ctwecntlie l x h r i o t l %---I0 clay?;1.0
cl;iys n~i!<lltlit 1.6 in11 ~lcnct:tllc: ali:i(a n t ~.~;irts
ol' 1 . 1 1 ~c:mrvcs. I'iurtlly the
curves showing tlic c.c.)~*~.cctt:cl
LCIL;I.IN li'otn 23 clays l-)rli~rc
ancl 17 claps :xlicr I l ~ r :d;ll e c ~ i 'inlkrior con.junctimn were
dra,wn as sllvnrn in diagrixlns r l ztncl '13. 'I'PN: sln;dl i-irc.lcswhicll t\7erc*, j o i ~ l c . r lI)y at continuous curvc represent
tollals CAp I'or encl.1 day, corrected fc'or ,the 27-clr.1~
~-ecurrerztclistur~~anccs,
ancl tlie clots a*cpresentt.he ui~corrected
direct totals for enclr clay.
-\-dl.

1Zesults.--Fro111 thc curve .(Zj) ~rztl.clelrp o l' ill1 t11.c.: 13 inl"crior coqjrlrlrtions of Venus X~etween 1884-1955,
wlien the sunspot activity was irliri.iinum, say, ~711r:ri
1Xtc:1,5,' it is :ipp;~scntt l . ~tllc
~ t ma,xim~uxlc1ec~r:asein the gcomagnctic iictirrity occr~rretl(1x1 tllc 2nd cl;ry 11csli)r.cill(: (late: ol'cc.)liju~rctic:,nnE' Vcrr~ls. l'his a,symrnctric clecrensc:
around the datc oFcoqjurlc:tion st~ggc.st.sa, cl(tf1cc~ticm0 1 ' 1 . 2 1 ~ : solitr C ' C I P ' ~ I I S C ' I I ~S: I ,. ~~ ~ C Eby
L ~the
Z ~ plane!: Venus, tIlercl:~y
indicating :.;hepresence ol'sr~lnemngurtt.ic.:fic~~ld
s t l r r o u l x c l i n ~Ihc plr~net. ('S11.lc.!rc is also a s n ~ a lc1ccrri.1,~~
l
betwct:xi
zero clr~y axicl orre clay 111'1:(3r ~c)t~,j~llc:ti(:)i
: it is likely tlliLt this r!(:c.:l.ertse irr illt~11~it.y
is C~IZE"I~CI
tht::
sl~ielclix~g
Ijy the pli.inct 'Vci~tzsoI'thc Ilo\v o l ' t l ~so1a.r
:
corp~tse:~ilar
strct;lrri ~vl~c)sr:
lirrlc r~Stravc:lf.ionl V(:rzt~s,to r:ar,th,
wit11 :L velocity of'ill~ozrt500 1~112.per scc, tvorks o l ~ to
t Ilc al:,out one clay.) From tlic: crirve A, based on 5 ir~fe'erior
conjunctions only, when It< 50 ;urd cl.-t~2~5,
tlic: sarlie ,typr: 01'asyx~nnetricdccrctnse in the gcurnagxletic nctivity arouizcl tllc zcro day is naticcd, tlie decrease I~cingperceptible ever1 from ~ibout7 days b c h r e conjunction,

Uiscussiot~.-13efc~re aiternpting tr) cstirnate: thc s,trength of the magnetic field o f Venus from tlze atova
analysis let us iinaginc thc mccllsiiiisrn 01' how thc corpusctxlzzr scream dl'ccts geovrragrletic activity. It is well
knc,wn that in addition to the oct:h\sional strong aurorae, weak a.l;lrorzw are chserved 01.1 allnost every clear night
in the polar regions, 'Thesr, wcalr pern~nncntaurorae srq,+gc.st that
uninterrupted wealc carp~xsculczrradiation rcr~cl~,cs
the polar regiorls. But tile slow corpt~sc:ularradiaI.ion. cannot pcl~ctratcto s o mar thc polar regioxls
its to ~)rc)cluce
the aurorae, unlcas some ~~rocess
of sccclcration 01' thc corpuscles as suggested by l\/rar,~yna,
(1951) cxists. In this process a pcrxnanent ring current whic.l.1 flows across the magnetic fielcl af the earth
plays a nlqjor role. I t i,s expected to lje formccl by the continuous flaw of tlzcrrnal protons from the sun towards
the earth in a densi.ty of"at ].east X protan per c.c. ancl with vr?locity ol'several l~undfcdlcms. per second. An
idea ofthe ;~pproxirnatesizc of the ring inay be ol~titinedby the simple but justifiable approximation oi'ecluaring
tlze pressure

& Nm U2 exerted by the solar

stream to the pressure

El2

-"----.exerted
by the lilies of magnetic force,

--87c

where N is the number density, and m and U the mean mass and velocity respectively ofthe solar protons, while

0.33
I3 is the magnetic field in ihc ccluiitc>rialplane of the earth which is equal to ---.zs,Z being the distance iiom the
~
is the mean velocity of solar protons
centre of ,the earth in units of east11 radii. Taking U=500 k r n . / ~ e c .which
cluring the periods of minimum sunspot activity, the radius Z of the ring works out to be about XO earth radii.

Storrner also favours the hypothesis of a ring current round the earth with a very large radius to explain
certain auroral features and also the production of certain radio echoes of long delay. The particles in the ring
are supposed to be circling freely under the deflecting influence of the magnetic field of the earth. The equation of' motion of the particles of the ring in the equatorial plane expresses the balance between the centrifugal

mv2

and deflecting forces -----= HeV where H is the earth's magnetic field at a distance of r from its centre
r
IXoaS
where a is
and rn, v and e are the mass, velocity and charge respectively of the particle. But H = --ra
radius of the earth and KO i,ts ecluatorial value of magnetic intensity at its surface. For protons with

velocity=500 km./sec., r works out to be about 1 million kms. (There are, of course, some serious ol?jections for
such a large radius for the ring, inainly because it cannot hold together for a sufficiently long time due to the
mutual electrostatic repulsion of its particles of the same sign).
Clzapman and Ferraro's7 theory of magnetic storms also suggests formation of a ring current of about
5 or 6 earth radii around the earth at the time of a magnetic storm. Schmidt also attributes the earth's
external field to a somewhat permanent ring current circulating round the earth in the plane of the magnetic
equator.
At a distance of about 10 earth. radii from the earth, the earth's dipole field (which is there ahout 10-"auss)
is sullicien.tly distorted by the steady flow of solar protons, and steacly electric fields are set up 1jy the interaction of
solar protons and the outer regions of the earth's magnetic field. Slight variations in this electric field due to
variation in the total number of protons or their velocities are: likely to manifest themselves as minor perturbations in the geomagnetic activity even during quiet periods. Suppose 11y some nlechanisrn the steacly flow of
protons from the sun is cut off from approaching the earth, the external component of the geomagnetic activity
due to particle racliation will naturally be diminished. This is what exactly has been noticccl just a few
days becore the inferior conjunction of Venus. The parameter, Ap, which has been chosen for analysis is a
suEciently good index of particle radiation From the sun, and the periocl selectecl is one OF low sunspot
ekTect of wave radiation on geomagnetic activity i s not so exceptionally
activity when the
high as to mask the comparative1.y small eflect o f particle radiation.
Even though it is thouglzt that the magnetic fielcl of Venus is responsible for deflecting the solar corpuscular stream ,From the earth, tlie estimation of its exact magnitude is not simple. Firstly, the motion of thc stream
is three-dimensiod, s'econcl1.y the properties o,f the particles are so very little. known. Under tllesc circunxstances,
it is cli~fic~zlt
to calcu.late the influence of the magnetic fielcl on such a corpuscular stream. Making certain sim.
ple assumptions, a. rough idea of the strength o f the magnetic field 01 Venus, is, however, obtainccl &om the
results of the analysis described in this paper. The magnetic field of Venus is supposed to be a dipole field with its
rrlagnetic axis perpendicuSar or nearly perpendicular to the plane of its orbit, as in the case of the earth. Let the
north poles of the earth and Venus appear uppermost as viewed froin the sun. Then a positively charged pasticle, say, a proton, moving horn the sun towards the earth in or very nearly its equatorial plane will, jute a few
daysbefore the date of inkriar con.junction ol' Venus, have to pass near Venus. If Venus also lnzls ;;t magnetic
filld like that of the earth, the particle will be deflectecl from its normal motion towards the eartlz and will bend
round the planet Venus. The amount of deflection will depend upon the strength of' tlie dipole field a t such
a distance from Venus; tlie speed of the particle, of' course, will not 'change.
Now from the diagram B, it is noticed that a marlced decrease in geomagnetic activity occurred about
2days before the inferior conjunction of Venus. If we assume a velocity of about 500 km/sec. For the solar
proton it talces nearly a day to travel from Venus to earth. So the deflection of the charged particle by Venus must have occurred about 3 clays before inferior co~zjunction.Tlzen the distance of the strean1 honl Venus will
r
from
about 5 . 5 x lo6 km. To form a n idea of the m o u n t of deflection, we have now to examine how f i ~ away
the earth the particle has to be removed in order to become unimportant in contributing to the external component
of the geomagnetic activity which is supposed to be due to a ring current. If we assume a radius of about 10
earth radii.for the ring, according to Martyn, the deflection of the stream by the magnetic field of Venus at a
distance of about 5 5 X , 10' km. will be about 115 o r a degree ; hut if we assume a ring of about 1 x 10' km.
radius, according to Stormer, the deflection of the stream will be about so.

Using the formula H (r,)=

mc
V .Sin a, the magnetic field H(r,) at a distance r, from Ve2 r
T
nus can be evaluated substituting the values of m, v and e the mass, velocity and charge respectively of the partici the angle of deflection of the corpuscular stream, and C the velocity of light.
cles,-in this case, protons-,
From the value of H (r,) the polar field Hp of the planet can be obtained froni the formula Ill~=;2H(r,)
,where a is the radius of the planet.

If we take the value of a equal to 115 of a degree the polar magnetic field H p for Venus comes out to be
about 0 024 gauss, but if a is taken to be 3O, the value of H p becomes about 0 * 4 gauss. The value of Hp, in the
case of the earth is 0.7 gauss.

Rotafia pcnod

of

V8nu.r.-If

now we, assume Blackctt's formulaQ P=

t$ .U .
zc

(where P is: the magnetic

moment, U the angular momentum of a large rotating body, G the gravitational constant, C the velocity of
light and a constant of the order of about 0.3 in the case of the ebrth), which was found to hold good in the
case of three astronomical bodies uis., the earth, tb.e sun* and 78-Virginis, to be also applicable to the case of
Venus, we can compute the axial rotation period of Venus using the above values OF the magnetic fielcl.
Tlie rotation periods thus obtained taking Hp=OS024 gauss and 0.4 gauss are about 24 days and about

2 days respectively.
The exact rotation period of Venus is still unknown. Schiapasel.li and others and very recently A, Doll
fuslQ have found from extensive visual observations of the dusky rnarki.ngs of Venus that the planet rotates
around its axis in a 225-day period wl-iich is also its orbital period. But G.P, KuiperxVrorn s photographic study of the planet has recently come to the conclusion that its axial rotation is very rapid and cannot be
more than a few weeks at the most. Spectroscopic evidence by V.M. Slipher" and radiometric observations

by Pcttit and Nicholsonla of the small difference in temperature between the sunlit and the dark hemispheres
of the planet also rule out the possibility of its rotation period being more than a month. W.N. Pickeringd4
obtained a value of about 3 days for its period of rotation by continuous observation o f the apparent motion
of two very conspicuouv spots an tl-ie planet. E :J. Opiklb has estimated that the period of rotation will be
about 10 days, as a compromise 1netweei-ithe radiometric observations of nocturnal cooling and the: presence a,F
the handed pattern as indicative: of the coriolis force being a noticeable factor in the atmospheric circulation
of Venus. Very recently J. D. Kraus16 from radio-sstranomical observations at a, wave-length OF 1 X metres
deduced a value of about 22 hours as the rotation period of Venus.
The values for the rotation period obtained by the analysis clescsibecl in the present work are in b e t t e ~
agreement with the faster rotation period of a few days or weeks rather than with the much longer period of 225
days.
As already mentioned, the prol~lernin general is much too cbmplex to inake exact quantitative calculations. The magnetic field of Vcnus deduccd by the above method is only approximate and can give only the
order of magnitude.

A similar analysis has been done in the case of Mercury, .the curves of which are reproduced in Fig. x (C
and D). Although there is some similarity between the curves for Venus and Mercury, it is difficult to have even
a rough estimate of the strength of the magnetic field of Mercury, from the curves C and D. The magnetic field
of Mercury, if there is any, is too small to be estimated by the above metl-iod of analysis.
A preliminary analysis on similar lines in the case of the moon did not show any indication of magnetic
field.
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*When Blackett put forward the above formula, the sun was also believed t o have a general magnetic field of about 53 gaus$
the poles; but later observations appear to make the existence of this field doubtfil.
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NOTE
The problem of the origin of a ge~zernl(as distinct from local) magnetic field on astronomical bodies has exercised the minds of marly tbe(:)rists for ZL corrsiderel)lc time. 'I'he first idea or the existence of a general maglletic
field 012 the sun appears to date back to Bigelow ( I 889). In r g I a- I g Hale thought that he had actually measured
this field on the sun, tile value deducecl by him Sro& his rneasureinents at heliographic latitude 45" I~eing
about 50 gauss at the pole and 25 gauss a t the equator; but during tlze minima of' 1922 and 1932when he and
his collaborators repeated these measurements there was no sure evicl.ence ol' its exist,eqce. Later in 1946 Thiessen using an intcrf'erornetric method, whicli wirs capable of k ~ ,qreatkr
r
accuracy than Hale's spectrographic
method, cl,airneclto have confirmed t11.e existence of the solar gcncrnl rnugneric iield, thc value at the pole derived
by 'I'hiessen being 53 & I 2 gauss. H(-)~,vcvt-:r,
-vorltirzg unclelq bctzcr trl~servirigconclitions in r g47-.~@'I'hiessen
found that the ikld was at most el's gauss, ~ v l l i c bvas
l ~ or' t11e ortlec of the possil.11~
errors r ~observation.
f
Again,
in 194.c~using a finer tecli~ziquethan I~eti,r.e,the same investigator: noticed tlnnt the generizl nlngnei:,ic fielcl of the
sun had changecl sign and its in tcrlsi ty cvns no gscater' t l ~ a nr ' fi o * 5 gauss. I-Lvon KLTiber also observing in
194.9 c?ine to tlie cl.)nclusi.onthat the sun's generzrl rn:~gneticficlcl was not observ;rble by his techniqae, ilrzd that
if the field exisled a1 all its vall~ewas ~:c.:rtairllyless thi~rlr g a ~ ~ s s In
. more recent years (15)p-ljg) FT. W. 13abcock
and H.U. Babalrk have rlevtilc~pe~l
ik highly stmsitive Sol;rr Mz~gnctographcapable of rec~~rding
contirluousiy
surface ficlcls as small as I gal.lss uit.11 the help of n cathc~de-rayoscillograph ancl n photograpl~ic camera. Local
fields of very v;r~ial,)lr,
intcnsi~iesIlav(: so ikr been clctccted 1)y this instrument ; whcther rllcst: local lielcls really
derive kom a gencr,;z.l znngnetic lit:ld ol' tlzc sun.1 curl 1)e c1ec:iclccl only wh.cn a continuous series of xneasurements
exten(.lingover ;L lolig pw'iocl l~ecorilc::;~~vailal,
le,
One might attribute the discrepant o1)servntion.sto gmuune variability of ,thesolar general magnetic fielcl;
but in the al~senceof any regularity in the observed variatihns and in vicw of the hct that tllc ol~serveclintensity
of the ficld is at the lirnit d c)l)st:rvnbility it woultl 1.xrnorc rensonal-)I(:to ctlnclucle tlut there i s yet no real eviy
nl.so such i~ conclusion
dence of the existence 01' a solar gcner.;~lmagnetic fit:lcl. Fram o r d i n ~ ~ rcuxlsiderations
would be perm.issible, for general m.a:;,nctic field is unlikcly to exist at the temperature of dlr: sun. However,
the magnetic stars abserved by E1.W. Ba11coc.k prove that evcu at the higher temperatures prevalent: on certain
stellar bodies rn~gnetismcan exist, xltliougl~tlze mecliani.srn which gives risc to ancl maintains the xnagnetic field
on tlzcse stars is ndt known with any degree nf certainty. It is to I>[: noted however that tlze magnetic fields,
observed by Babcock on 1:h.erapidly rotating hot A-typc stars, are OF an al.together clifrerent order of magnitude
ranging, as they do,, hetwecn I 500 and 5500 gauss, or more. 1)espitc the fact that thcre is yet no satisfitctory theory
of the origin of tlie general magnetic iicld of' the eartlz, it would 11e cnsy to unclcrstand thslr: the magnetism
of the earth, by whatever process it mi&t have come into being, coulcl. persist at the locv temperature obtaining on it. It tvould be ccl~iallyeasy to bcfieve that the other solid bodies of'tlic: solar system, suclz as the Moon,
Venus, Mars etc., could retain their general magnetism once it had been brought into existence by some proqess
however obscure at the present time.
During the last 50 years o r more there have been many theoretical suggestions regarding a mechanism to
w l ~ i c tlle
l ~ general magnetic field dastrorznmical bodies rnigl~t11c. attributecl ; among these can lac mentioned the
attempts by theorists such 8s L ~ r r n n r ,Chretien, Gouy, I')ec:oml~e,Mariani, Prunicr, C:iao, Xlsasser*,Cowling,
Bdlard and a kw otlzcrs. Electric charges capable of 1)rcrducing magnetic fields appear as a consequence of
Decombe's theory ( r 9") of gravitnt'iion, Jkm wltich he clerives particularly a relaticrnship bct:wecn thc magnetic
moment of a celestial body and the angular momentum 01'its axial rotation. But n novel idea was put li~rwarilin
1g2g by H.A. Wilson who postulated that even an electricnl1.yneutral l>oby,li.ke an (51:lectric charge in motion, could procluce a magnetic field as a consequence nl'its motion. From this postulate Wilson cleducecl a relation between
magnetic moment and tlir: angular momenturn of an astroxlo~l~i,cal
Ixrdy,---a
rclxtionship very similar to
that derived by Decombe and cclual1.y capalde of yiclcling tlze right orcler of m;tgnitude h r the earth's magnetic
field and fir tlze IZale-'I'hiessexl solar niagnetic field. In 1947 P.M.S. Blackett revivecl this type: of idea once
again by very forcefully drawing attention to a yet undetected connection i~ctweenelectromagnetism and gwvitatlon. I-Ie pointed out that the ratio or magnetic rnomexlt (l?) to angular mornenturn ('U)
of a rotating neutral
mass divicled by the ratio of magnetic moment (p) to angular momentum (u) of the Bohr magneton i s sr nurneri-

m

cal constant very nearly equal to --B where e=charge of the electron, rn==rnass of the electron, G=
e 1/'G.gravitational constant and P is a numerical constant depending upon the rotating body concerned. From
this he derived his formula connecting the magnetic moment to the mechanical moment of a celestial body rotating about its axis. This formula appcars to i t the cases of the earth and the star 78 virginis, and would fit the
also if it had a field of the order of 50 gauss a t the pole.

For reasons considered at the beginning OFthis note one may not cl,aim that Blnckett's formula applies to
the sun ; nor need its apparent applicability to @-virginis be considered to be a confirmation of its validity.
But the formula appears to have such a n inherent theoretical plausibility that it cannot be brushed aside as purely

hypothetical without a more careful consideration of its applicability or otherwise to other casts. It woulcl be
of considerable importance to examine whether it fits the Moon, Mercury, Venus and other solid bodies o f the
solar system. For this purpose one must have a reliable estimate o f the speed of rotation and of the magnetic
moment in each individual case ; Imfortunately, our observational information in this respect is extremely inadequate. In the case of the moon we know the rotational period with great accuracy, but our observational
knowledge of the magnetic field, which is expected theortically to be about I 1600th of that of the earth, is practically nil. It is to be hoped that observations from artificial satellites and moon probes will evcntuslly provide
the necessary data'at present lacking. Meanwhile, one must keep an open mind with regard to B l a c k ~ t t ~ ~
gyromagnetic theory. From this standpoint it is at least interesting that, as is apparent from the foregoixig paper,
Blackett's ?:forxnula leads to a rotation period for Venus which is in quite good agreement with the values dcrived from certain modern observations ; this agreement might even constitute a support, though indirect, for t h e
the gyromagnetic theory of origin of the magnetism of celestial bodies.

